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Edi tor I s Notes 

A Pater sess ion on Studies in the "History of the Renaissance, chaired by Gerald 
Monsman, is included in the annual MLA conference to be held in New York, and takes 
place Dec. 29 at 12 noon, in Room 543 of the New York Hilton. The November number of 
PMLA contains further details. Although MLA will not provide a room and time for a 
meeting of the Pater Society, it would like to meet. Suggestions of possible meeti ng 
places to Billie Inroan please. If a space-is found, an announcement will be made at 
the Pater session. 

* * * * 
A detailed proposal for a Collected Edition of Pater's works has been drawn up, 

adopted, and submitted to the NEH (Na'tional Endowment for the Humanities). Donald Hill 
is General Editor and director of the project, and B111ie Inman is Deputy Editor. 

NEWS 

Pater figured in a conference at the University of Hartford in April, Britain in 
the 1880s. Papers on his 'mi xed fot"ms', Hardy I s debts to photographic realism, and 
Swinburne's pagan sensuality compr i sed a session on experimental literary forms of the 
decade. Details from Catherine stev enson, English Department, University of Hartford, 
W. Hartford, CT 06H7, U.S.A. 

* 
The Aesthetic Movement \'/as the topic of a meeting of the Victorians Institute at 

the Catholic University in October. A~ong others, papers were presented on 'Aestheticism 
as the Fortuitous Conflation of Alien Forces' by Wendell Harris, 'Short Stories and 
Decadence' by John Reed, and 'Popular Aesthet,icism in the 1870s' by James McNally. 
Details from Joseph Sendry, Department of English, Catholic University, Washington 
DC2oo64 , U.S.A. 

* 
Our correspondent in Japan, Hiroko Hagiwara, reports on the twentieth annual meeting 

of the Japan Pater Society at which three papers were delivered, 'A Religious Phase in 
Marius the Epicurean' by Isamu Sawai, 'on Remembrance of Things Past and Pater's 
Autobiographical Novels' by Fumiko Suzuki, and 'Some Reflections on Marius the 
Epicurean: His Relevance for Today' by K.S. Woodroofe. 

* 
American Paterians might wish to note that Barrie Bullen, author of a number of 

articles on Pater (for the most recent, see the Bibliography below), is at present a 
visiting Lecturer at the University of Illinois in Urbana. 

* 
'Pater's Borrowed Exemplum. Feuillet's La Morte' was Chris Willerton's topic at the 

Southwest Region meeting of the Conference on-christlanity and Literature in Oklahoma City 
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on October 2. Details from Dr. C. Willerton, Depar tment of English, Abilene Christian 
University, Abilene, Texas. 

* 
Two calls for information on letters and manuscripts : 

Dr. Jacqueline A. Moore (Clematis Cottage, 2 Rock Bank, Wha ley Bridge, via Stockport, 
Cheshire) advertised in the TLS for manuscripts 'which might be useful for a new cri t ical 
biography of Pater, extensively based upon previous ly unpubl i shed material'. 
Karl Beckson (Department of English, Brooklyn College, Bedf ord Ave and Ave H, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 11210, U.S.A.) requests information on letters and manus cripts (especially in private 
hands) for an authorized biography of Arthur Symons. 

* 
Dr. Patricia Clements (Department of English , Univer s i t y of Alberta, Edmonton) is 

currently on leave in London to complete a study, WaIter Pater and the Modern Movement . 

* 
Eugene Brzenk (Department of English, University of Notre Dame , Notre Dame, Indiana , 

offers 50 Paterians free offprints of his article tApul e ius , Pa ter and the Bildungsroman l 

which appeared in Aspects of Apuleius' Golden Ass, 1979, and was noted in PN (Summer, 1979 ). 

* 
Richard Tobias, editor of the annual bibliography of Victorian Studies in VS, will 

include reviews in PN beginning with the bibliography for 1981 . 

* 
Correction: Francis McGrath's 'Heroic Aestheticism: Yeats , Pater and the Marriage 

of Ireland and England' appeared in IUR 8 (1978), 183-90, and not i n the Yeats-Eliot 
Review as indicated in PN 6. 

* 
Readers and friends of ELT willl know of the untimely and sudden death from a heart 

attack of Hal Gerber in late April. A memorial fund ha s been e stablished for publication 
of a memorial volume, and cheques can be sent t o C.M. Brack, ELT, Department of English, 
ASU, Tempe, Arizona 85281, U.S . A. 

* * * * 
NOTES 

Gerald Monsman writes 'In the last paragraph of Bernard Richards' review of Frank 
Court's bibliography [PN 6, p. 4J ' Richards comments on the ghostly E. CoIl "from 
Brasenose College". The only ColI that Richards can find seems to have been a deni z en of 
the sixteenth century. But notice in the paragraph above , Richards cites an article in 
the BNC alumi magazine by one Eric Collieu. Until someone can prove the dates make this 
an impossibility, I for one am going to consider him the "fine nasal ghost" . I 

REVIEWS 

Pater and His Early Critics, by Franklin E. Court (Victoria, B.C.: University of Victoria, 
1980). English Literary Studies Monograph Series, No, 21. $4. 95 . 

The subject of this monograph is the development of Pater's reputation before 1900, 
especially as it was contributed to by the nine critics Franklin Court chooses to discus s: 
Mrs. Margaret Oliphant, W. H. Mallock, W. J. Stillman, Mrs. Mark Pattison, John Addington 
Symonds, George Saintsbury, Mrs. Humphry Ward, Edmund Gosse, and John Morley. 

The cameo portraits of these critics are the most interesting parts of the book. 
The Victorian generalist can acquire from them a sharpened sense of some of the personal 
and ideological forces at work in the controversial literature of the late nineteenth
century. Mrs. Oliphant, for example, ceases to be just a name and emerges as a person: 
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hard-working, serious, sour, middle-brow. W. H. Mallock becomes more than just the 
author of a readable satire. His conservatism, his interest in history and economics, 
his Ruskinian sympathies--knowledge of these gives added point to one's sense of 
The New Republic. And so on. There are imbalances: so little attention to W. J. 
Stillman (two paragraphs) that one wonders why he was included at all; more attention 
to Mr. Mark Pattison than one would-have thought necessary; and decidedly more 
discussion of George Saintsbury than one cares--or needs--to have. But the larger 
point holds: one's sense of late-nine teenth-century literary politics is enriched by 
Court's brief sketches and assessments. 

Court has purposely omitted discussion of c!itics 'who were associated with the 
development of the "aesthetic movement"'; and he has confined his attention to critics 
he considers prominent and representative. These limitations restrict the effectiveness 
of the study . An assessment of Pater's reputation before 1900 which leaves out of 
account Vernon Lee, Lionel Johnson, George Moore, and Oscar Wilde (omissions Court 
mentions), as well as W. J. Courthope, G. E. Woodberry, Arthur Symons, William Sharp, 
Richard LeGallienne, and Max Beerbohm (omissions he does not mention) cannot be 
complete . I am not certain that a book on Pater's early reputation was needed; 
but if it were done, then it 'twere wel l if it were done thoroughly. 

In addition to its eccentric selectivity, Court's view of the development of Pater's 
reputation i s partisan and polarized. He rejoices in whatever enhances 'Pater's 
literary image,' and r esents whatever damages it. The critics he discusses are either 
'supporters' or 'detractors'; either they are 'on his side' or they are Pater's 
'enemies.' 

Chapter I looks primarily at 'the negative early criticism of The Renaissance,' 
and finds the motives behind much of it 'suspect.' Mrs. Oliphant's 'disdain for 
intellectualism' and her grudge agains t 'writers who did not have the responsibilities 
she had' produced 'hostility to Pater.' The Ruskinian sympathies of Mallock and 
Stillman prevented them from reading Pater impartially. In fact, none of the five 
critics discussed in the first chapter gave him 'a fair reading'; all but Mrs. Pattison 
were prejudiced against him (Symonds was 'hopelessly prejudiced'). 

Chapter 11 considers the 'Well-Intended Reviewers' (a phrase which seems to imply 
that the previous group had ill intent), and finds them guilty of sins, not of commission, 
but of omission. Saintsbury's 'efforts in support of Pater's work were inconsequential.' 
Mrs. Ward 'did little to promote his reputation.' And Gosse 'offered little that helped' 
to 'the development of Pater's literary and critical reputation.' Court is clearly 
disappointed that these three--who in g.neral responded favorably to Pater's work--did 
not do more 'to guarantee Pater a significant accounting in the future study of English 
literature.' 

Chapter III introduces Pater's champion, John Morley, who not only supported him but 
also enhanced his reputation. Court remarks on Morley's fairness and intelligence, on his 
honesty and integrity. He thinks of his criticism as incisive and trenchant, even 
uniquely so: Morley 'saw in Pater's work what no other critic at the time saw.' He gave 
Pater 'a fair and intelligent reading when others were unable to find any enduring, 
substantive value at all in his essays.' 'Only Morley, among his contemporaries, made 
an effort to see Pater in a broader and more scientific context.' 

Court's somewhat heightened conception of literary controversy (Pater's critics 
'accuse,' 'assail,' and 'attack' him) impels him to see Pater as 'victim.' He 
overestimates the degree to which Pater 's early reputation was 'damaged'--in part, no 
doubt, because he has left out of account the criticism of many of Pater's most ardent 
supporters. And even among the negative critiCS, only Mrs. Oliphant was a unreservedly 
hostile as Court suggests. 
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Furthermore, John Morley showed no more integrity than most reviewers, and arguably 
less than many, in his public assessment of The Renaissance. His approval of Pater's work 
had its source in partisan ideological motives no l ess clear-cut--and neither more nor less 
noble--than those which moved others to disapprove of it. Morley's review of The 
Renaissance is perceptive; but he certainly had no monopoly on percipience among Pater's 
early critics. 

Court would have done well to consider the validity of the early criticism on its own 
merits, not solely in linkage with its authors' presumed predispositions. Criticism with 
a bias, pro or con, may nonetheless be valid, may nonetheless illuminate (indeed, what 
criticism has no bias?). And he should have acknowledged that there is warrant in Pater's 
early work for much of the negative criticism; it is not all--or, I would say, even 
primarily--the product of ill intent. Mrs. Pattison (among others) was justified in 
objecting to the title, Studies in the History of the Renaissance. It was not in its 
essence a study in history at all. And those who saw anti-religious sentL~ent in the 
volume (whether they approved or disapproved of it) were not imagini.ng something which 
was not there. 

Richard Bizot 
University of North Florida 

The Absent Father: Virginia Woolf and W.alter Pater by Perry Meisel; New Haven & London: 
Yale University Press, 1980; pp. xxii + 249. £12.30. 

Walter Pater himself could only be happy with the way in which his essential message, 
his 'formula,' has been reproduced in microcosm by Perry Meise l . With many bits and 
pieces of carefully chosen quotation, Meisel builds himself a crit~cal Geiger counter with 
which to test for Paterean influence in Virginia Woolf's work. Movlng it across her prose 
as he checks for similar words, phrases and therefore, presumably, ideas, he enables us 
to hear--sometimes in almost staccato chatter--the response of a similar discourse. 

His method does demonstrate 'influence' in a very basic but also rather Simplistic 
use of the term; I felt genuinely puzzled when reading, however , by a sense of underlying 
animus or resentment against Woolf through what ostensibly is a straightf orward job of 
textual and historical criticism. It is as if Pater and Woolf were in competition, and 
Meisel's notations of influence lowered Woolf's score while raising Pater's. One cannot 
help but ask in mild expostulation, How so? 

Since in the first half of the twentieth century many other writers besides Woolf 
were strongly influenced by Pater--Henry James, W. B. Yeats, Ezra Pound, H. D., James 
Joyce, to name only the most famous and in their tUrn influential--Meisel's elaborate 
argument about the connection between Woolf's struggle against her father and her literary 
relationship to Pater seems of only tangential significance. Then too, Meisel makes a 
great deal of the fact that Woolf leaves her debt to Pater unacknowledged. Yet others 
among the great and famous whom I have mentioned also acknowledge Pater either slightingly 
or not at all, and the Meisel Geiger counter would pick up equal activity in their works. 
Why, then, only of Woolf would Meisel write, 'Hence Woolf's greatest anxiety about Pater 
has little to do with sexism, sexuality, or even Leslie Stephen. It lies in the 
infuriating knowledge that she had inherited modernism rather than created it herself' 
(p. 52) • 

Although Meisel's presumption that he can know about Woolf's unspoken and unwritten 
'anxiety' or about her 'infuriating knowledge' has the effect of tUrning one's mild 
expostulation into vehemence, there is actually a more important and more interesting flaw 
in his argument. True, the modernists were thankless children (if one wants to use that 
misleading and by now rather tired familial metaphor) to their Victorian predecessor, as 
it is true that we can now see the multiplicity and strength of the intellectual, 
stylistic, and imagistic links between Pater and the modernists. Nevertheless, modernism 
was not inherited by Woolf or her contemporaries. Romanticism at the point but not past 
the point of change into something else was their inheritance from Pater as well as from 
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other Victorians; moderni sm, t he somethi ng else, was their own creation. 

Therefore the s imilarity in language that ~leisel thinks conclusive evidence of 
Woolf's intellectual dependence shows only that language is not coin; it is, as any 
modernist would say , an instrumen t of spirit in constant metamorphosis. A seeming 
blindness to this idea makes Meisel's treatment not only of the relationship between 
Pa'ter and Woolf but also of the significance of Pater himself curiously ahistorica1. 
There are minor ex&nples of this failing: Meisel, for instance, takes as an instance of 
Pater' s influence the fact that Woolf alludes to the 'crystal' images of Coleridge's 
lyri.cs, but he takes no notes that her use of such a word in such a context is itself 
a delicate allusion to--and thus acknowledgement of--the passsge on crystal in Coleridge's 
'On the Principles of Genial Criticism' to which Pater also is indebted. 

Meisel's concentration on specific texts to the relative neglect of historical 
context can even at times vitiate the full effectiveness of his careful reading. For 
instance , he mentions as curious a discontinuity in Pater's systems of images: 'What 
remains disturbing, however, is the degree to which the crystalline consistency of 
Pater's own vision is put into question by the presence of this language of nature 
within a constellation of figures that is, as we have seen, otherwise ruled by a 
language whose vocabulary is concerned with the willful discipline of culture' (p.69). 
Not disturbance, surely, but interest should be our reaction as we watch through the 
medium of Pater's criticism a patterned shift in consciousness described several years 
ago by Michel Foucault: Romantic organicism with its search for a 'common ground' of 
meaning is changing to 'the Mallarmean discovery of the word in its infinite power.' 1 , , 

There, at the crossover point, was Pater as well as Mallarme, but the whole of 
modernist t heory was not theirs to pass on. A linguistic Geiger counter becomes a 
deceptive instrument unless its user investigates language not simply for its verbal 
parallels but for changes in meaning and even in purpose that those parallels may mask-
as pater himself would be the first to say. 

Indeed Meisel in his soothing final paragraph seems to intend a similar thought when 
he writes of Pater and Woolf that a 'paradoxical and compensatory rhythm or balance ••• 
s ust ains them both, each notion of art and culture cautioning and correcting the other, 
and each one bringing the other into being by means of its difference from it' (p. 244). 
Yet this description of mystical ' conuinctio' comes after several rough and tumble pages 
in which Woolf is repeatedly described as defiant daughter or as outright thief. If 
in his last paragraph Meisel intends to create a vision of eternity within our minds 
where across time voices speak to us and to each other, now as fathers or mothers or 
mentors or guides, now as children or pupils or pilgrims, what significance is there in 
the preceding c acophonous images of outlawry, egotism, and competition? 

Barbara Charlesworth Gelpi 
Stanford University 

The Educated Sensibility in Henry James and waIter Pater by Keiko Beppu; pp. v + 236. 
Tokyo: Shohakusha, 1979. 

Paterians will find most to interest them in 'The Early Sensuous Education,' the 
second part of Dr. Beppu's firs t chapter in this book based upon her University of 
Michigan dissertation. In this section she compares 'The Child in the House' and 
James's A Small Boy and Others, works of an autobiographical nature which offer a 
natural starting point for a comparativ e study. Both accounts of the child's growing 
awareness of the sensible world about him trace the development of similar attitudes 
toward life and art and describe similar temperaments, each child shown as primarily a 
spectator of the life about him, attracted to visible, physical beauty. 

1. Michael Foucault: The Order of Things: 
York: Vintage Books, 1973), p. 300. I 
this passage to my attention. 

an Archeology of the Human Sciences (New 
am grateful to Anne Janowitz for calling 
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Although Dr. Beppu's comparisons are suggestive , t he differences between the lives 
described in these works need further scrutiny. Florian' s experiences, for example, are 
narrowly centered about his country home and offer a strong contrast to the Small Boy's 
life which is urban and eventually cosmopolitan. Also, Pater's work is written in the 
third person, while James uses a first-person narra tive which partly anticipates Gertrude 
Stein's autobiographical method; he claims that in describing hi s boyhood, one which he 
shared with his older brother, he hopes to delineat e the formative influences upon that 
more attention-worthy brother. 

Dr. Beppu generally does not concern herself with narrative form s and techniques, 
yet it is important to consider not merely what the narratives say but how they say it. 
Pater, for instance, casts the autobiographical materials in 'The Child in the House' 
into a lightly disguised fiction, while James writes a seemingly factual account, 
though it, too, may be recollected with 'the finer sort of memory.' 'An English Poet' 
provides another example of the transformation of autobiographical backgrounds, and 
would have been useful to the discussion at this point, but relying upon the 1910 
editions, Dr. Beppu seems unaware of this lesser known Imaginary Port rait. 

'The Shaping of Personality Through Art,' the first part of this chapter, is a clear 
discussion which focuses upon the relationship in both James and Pater between the 
aesthetic and moral aspects of life. The author centers her discus sion around her 
thesis that 'Both James and Pater tried to reconcile these equally important divisions 
of life [the moral and aesthetic] through the education of the sensibility.' She 
draws upon an interesting mix of sources to trace the education of sensibility--
The Symposium, Plato and Platonism, Schiller, Virginia Woolf, and the elder Henry James, 
to name a few. This discussion remains on a practical level with point-by-point 
references to the writings of both Pater and James. 

The method of the first chapter is abandoned in the three remaining chapters of the 
book. Chapter 11 is an intelligently developed reading of Marius the Epicurean and the 
Imaginary Portraits, although it breaks no new ground and does not include 'Apollo in 
Picardy'; the final two chapters are concerned with selected nove ls by James. This 
proportion of two to one indicates Dr. Beppu's greater ease in dealing with James. 
There are occasional parallels and comparisons between the writings of James and Pater, 
but basically these three main chapters are self-contained block d i scussions of a single 
author. The short concluding chapter helps to remedy this departure from the announced 
purpose of the Introduction to write a comparison and contrast study. The Selected 
Bibliography is wide-ranging and up to date. 

Eugene Brzenk 
University of Notre Dame 

The Victorian Critic and the Idea of ·History, by Peter Allan Dale; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1977; pp. 295. $13.50. 

In this study of Carlyle, Arnold, and Pater, the author posits that, confronted 
with the collapse of traditional religious belief, and of the ethical and psychological 
theories that were its correlatives, the three writers had in common the problem of 
'reconciling themselves intellectually and emotionally' to the emerging view of history, 
'the expression of humanity's composite mind or consciousness developing through time,' 
as the source and standard of aesthetic and moral values. 

Carlyle, taking off primarily from Kant, Schiller, and Fichte, still regards the 
'Time-Spirit' as an emanation of an eternal divine mind and art as the temporal expression 
of this divinity. Arnold, unable to perceive the historical process as emanating from 
God, treats it as a secular process in which the 'intellectual elite,' such as 
Aristotle, Spinoza, Vico, and Hegel, lead mankind, somewhat tortuously, toward the 
realization of an individual and collective 'best self.' The role of the arts, 
especially poetry, in this process, is not to teach the belief's essential for self
culture, but to produce the moral and emotional attitudes conducive to the 'study of 
perfection.' Arnold makes formal effect rather than putative truth the principal 
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criterion of aesthetic valuation. 

Unlike Carlyle and Arnold, Pater accepts unequivocally the implicati ons of 
historicism: following Hegel's Asthetik, he t reats art as the sensuous embodiment of 
a particular stage in the development of the 'general consciousness' of mankind . Pater's 
accep tance of the idea of the rela tivity of knowledge leads him to 'an unprecedented 
emphasis toward the discrimination of the minutiae of direct sensuous and emotional 
experience conveyed by art, I mainly in those epochs when a 'Hel lenic' integrity of 
mind and spirit, of form and idea, most pleasurably inspire a person living amid the 
isolating, changeful conditions of the modern age to achieve a similar harmony. 
Professor Dale says that Pater's idea of the central significance of art in history 
finds fuller treatment in the philosophy of his German contemporary, Wilhelm Dilthey, 
and in the subsequent work of Croce, Collingwood, and I.A. Richards. 

Professor Dale's book seems, at points, cursory and pedestrian, particularly in 
the introduction and the early section on Carlyle. The later, fuller treatments of 
Arnold and Pater are more useful, espeCially in presenting the philosophical matrices 
out of which the work of these two writers came. 

Hayden Ward 
west Virginia University 
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Recent Dissertations (U.S.A.) 

Anderson, Mary Rita. 'Art in a Desacralised World: Nineteenth Century France and 
England' 1979 (DAI 41: 764A). This dissertation examines l'art pour l'art in five 
nineteenth-century authors: Baudelaire, Flaubert, Gauti er, Pater and Swinburne. 
'WaIter Pater and A.C. Swinburne pushed specific aspects of "l'art pour l ' art" to 
extremes . In a barbaric and chaotic world , Pater found salvation in art and a 
center of stillness for the self .... For Pater alone among these writers, a 
Faustian response (though essentially inward and spectatorial ) , to the problem of 
desacralisation was still possible'. 

Benson, Paul Francis. 'Pre-Raphaelites . The First Decadents' , 1980 (DAI 41: 4717A). 
'This dissertation attempts to establish the primacy of Pre- Raphaelitism in the 
development of Aestheticism/Decadence •.. Spec i a l emphasis is p l aced on Rossetti 
and Pater as the crucial links in the evolution of Pre-Raphaelite ideas into the 
Aesthete/Decadent credo.' 


